
1. Introduction

In the field of image processing, image denoising is
one of the fundamental processes to obtain a quality
image from a noisy image. Quality images are essential
for many tasks such as feature extraction, segmentation,
object reconstruction, and scene understanding by
human vision and computerized vision.

Regarding feature extraction, noisy images are
typically denoised before a feature extraction method

is applied. Edges and lines are most basic features to
be extracted from an image so that they can be used 
for subsequent tasks in the fields of image processing,
computer vision, remote sensing, and photogrammetry
(Canny, 1986; Steger, 1998; Rashe, 2018; Seo, 2018b;
Seo, 2019; Seo, 2020a). Regarding the accuracy 
of edges in images captured by a camera, edge
displacement effect needs to be removed to obtain high
geometric accuracy of edge locations (Seo, 2017a; Seo,
2017b). In addition, a denoising method that recovers
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the accurate locations of features from noisy images is
crucial for accurate feature extraction when noisy
images are given. Thus, in this study, the performance
of denoising methods is evaluated based on the edge
locations that they produce from noisy images.

Perona and Malik (1990) proposed an anisotropic
diffusion-based filtering (AF) method. The method
considers pixels with abrupt variations as barriers to
conduction. If the intensity difference between a pixel
and its neighborhood is large, conduction is suppressed
but if the difference is small, the conduction is applied
strongly. Sapiro and Ringach (1996) proposed an
extended version of AF.

Bilateral filtering (BF) was proposed in several
studies (Aurich and Weule, 1995; Smith and Brady,
1997; Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998). The method
calculates the correction amount of a pixel using two
Gaussian functions. The first Gaussian function
evaluates the influence of neighborhood pixels on a
central pixel based on spatial distances between them,
while the second Gaussian function evaluates the
influence of neighborhood pixels on a central pixel
based on intensity differences between them. Porikli
(2008) proposed a BF method that uses an integral
histogram and integral images.

He et al. (2013) proposed a guided filter (GF) that
calculates the mean and variance of pixels within a
local window and uses these statistics for deriving
multiplicative and additive parameters so that they can
be used as guides to find a filtered value. In this method,
the absolute of the gradient of a base layer is enforced
to be less than that of the original image. Li et al. (2015)
proposed a weighted guided filter (WGF) that preserves
sharp edges better than GF.

Dong et al. (2017) proposed a weighted mean 
of patches (WMP) filter that performs patch-wise
estimation of the parameters of the noise variance trend
function against intensity variation and updates
intensity using neighborhood patches with difference
weights based on similarity between the current patch

and its neighborhood patches.
Seo (2020b) proposed an iteratively reweighted least

squares filter that uses multiple images captured for a
static scene and calculates the optimal intensity of a
pixel based on the weighted mean of intensities in
multiple images at the same pixel location. This method
was shown to be superior to other existing filters in that
it can preserve sharp edges and textures well. However,
because this method requires multiple images captured
for a static scene, this method cannot be applied to a
single image.

Regarding the evaluation of the quality of an image,
Wang et al. (2004) proposed a structural similarity
(SSIM) measure. However, this measure does not
provide well the geometric accuracy of feature
locations in an image with reference to its ground 
truth image. Because the geometric accuracy of features
is important to model object shapes from images but
there has been little research on the evaluation of the
geometric accuracy of features in an image, this study
aims to resolve this problem by proposing a geometric
accuracy evaluation method based on a subpixel edge
localization method.

This study uses the subpixel localization method
based on adaptive weighting of gradients (AWG) (Seo,
2018b) because the method was shown to produce
most accurate localization results among subpixel edge
localization methods. After obtaining subpixel edge
locations from denoised images, their quality is evaluated
by their RMSE and jaggedness with reference to the
edge locations in their ground truth image.

2. Methodology

The overall flow of this study is shown in Fig. 1. 
In the figure, the texts in rectangles indicate the input
or output data and the texts in rounded rectangles 
the processes. As shown in Fig. 1, the evaluation of
denoising filters uses a reference original images as
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ground truth data. Then, the reference original image
is contaminated by addition of a certain type of noises.
In this study, Gaussian random noises were added to
the reference original image for experiments. The
resulting image becomes a noisy original image. The
noisy original image is denoised by each tested filter.
The output of the denoising process is a denoised
image. After the denoising process, the SSIMs of the
noisy original image and the denoised images with their
reference original image as ground truth data are
calculated. SSIM is a widely used measure to evaluate
the quality of image with reference to ground truth
image.

Then, for evaluating the performance of denoising
filters based on edge location, the following procedure
is proposed. First, subpixel edge localization is
performed for the edge locations in the reference
original image, the noisy original image, and the
denoised image by applying AWG proposed in Seo
(2018), because it is considered the most accurate
method among the subpixel edge localization methods
and much faster than the Erf fitting method proposed
in Hagara and Kulla (2011). Accordingly, the edge
locations determined in the noisy original image and
the denoised image are compared with the edge

locations determined in the reference original image.
The comparison is performed in two ways. First, the
RMSE of the edge locations in the noisy original image
and the denoised image is calculated with reference to
the edge locations in the reference original image. The
RMSE is calculated as:

                     RMSE =                       (1)

where fi and gi are the reference and test edge 
locations, respectively, and N is the total number 
of edge locations.

Second, a measure proposed in this study is the
jaggedness which measures the degree of fluctuation
of the edge locations in the noisy original image and
the denoised image with reference to the edge locations
in the reference original image.

∑N
i=1(gi – fi)2

N
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Fig. 1.  Overall flow of this study.

Fig. 2.  Jaggedness of edge locations.
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The jaggedness is calculated as follows. As shown
in Fig. 2, the signed distance of edge location in a test
image at each edge location from the edge location 
in a reference image is calculated as xk-1, xk, and xk+1 at
edge locations, k–1, k, and, k+1, respectively. Then,
the following two differences are calculated at edge
location k as:

                               d1 = xk–1 – xk

                               d2 = xk – xk+1                                  (2)

Then, if both d1 and d2 are not zero and their
multiplication d1 · d2 < 0, then the count of jaggedness
increases by one. Thus, in the case shown in Fig. 2, the
jaggedness count increases by one at edge location k.
This procedure is performed for all the given edge
locations except the first and last edge locations. Then,
the degree of jaggedness of edge locations in an image
is calculated as:

   Jaggedness (%)= × 100    (3)

where N is the total number of edge locations.
After obtaining SSIM, RMSE, and jaggedness of

denoised image, denoising filters are evaluated based
on those measures.

3. Experimental Results

1) Experiments with simulated images
In order to evaluate the denoising filters based on

edge locations, a set of simulated edge images were
generated for experiments. Experiments with simulated
edge images are considered to be important because we
know the ground truth edge locations in simulated edge
images and thus we can measure absolutely the errors
of edge locations in their denoised images.

For generating simulated edge images, a normal line
equation for an edge is modeled as:

                         ρ = c0 cosθ + r0 sinθ                           (4)

where θ is the edge normal angle with reference to the
column axis in the clockwise direction, (r0, c0) the
coordinates of the center point of the simulated edge
image, and ρ the distance from the origin to the edge
which passes through the center point. Then, the
following distance is calculated at all image pixel
locations (r, c) as:

                   D(r, c) =                     (5)

where σb is the blurring factor, which was set to 1.0 in
this study. Although an edge model with two blur
parameters describes more completely the real imaged
edge profiles (Seo, 2018a), one blur edge model is used
in this study for simplicity.

Then, intensity at each pixel is calculated as:

                  I(r, c) = [erf(D(r, c)) + 1]                    (6)

where erf(·) is the error function.
The simulated edge image generated by Eq. (6) is

considered as the reference original image or ground
truth edge image in this study. Then, a noisy original
image is generated by adding Gaussian random noises
to the reference original image as:

                      In(r, c) = I(r, c) + n(r, c)                       (7)

where the noise n(r, c) follows the Gaussian normal
distribution as:

                           n(r, c) ~ N(0, σn
2)                             (8)

where σn denotes the noise strength and was set to 
0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2.

Fig. 3 show examples of generated noisy original
edge images with contrast k=1.0 and noise strength
σn=0.1 with four different edge normal angles.

Then, each original noisy image was denoised by
denoising filters: AF, BF, GF, WGF, WMP, and
smoothing filter (SF). SF is a widely used filter to
smooth images with the Gaussian blurring.

For implementation of the denoising filters, the
parameters of each filter were tuned to remove similar

No. of jagged location
N – 2

ccosθ + rsinθ – ρ
2 σb

K
2
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amount of noises by visual inspection and the set of
same values of the parameters was applied to all tested
images for consistency of parameters. The role of each
parameter in the denoising filters was described in Seo
(2020b). In AF, κ indicates the factor to divide the
intensity difference between central pixel and its
neighborhood pixels in the exponential function
(Perona and Malik, 1990). λ is the factor to control 
the conduction speed. In BF, S is the Gaussian blur
factor in the spatial domain, and r is the Gaussian blur
factor in the range domain. In GF, r denotes a blur
factor in the spatial domain, and ε the square of the 
blur factor in the range domain. In WGF, r indicates a
blur factor in the spatial domain, and λ the square of 
the blur factor in the range domain. In WMP, Ω denotes
the size of the neighborhood used to calculate the
weighted mean of patches. For AF, κ and λ were set to
0.4 and 0.1, respectively and the number of iterations
was set to 10. For BF, S and r were set to 4 and 0.1,
respectively. For GF, r and ε were set to 2 and 0.05,
respectively. For WGF, r and λ were set to 2 and 0.05,
respectively. For WMP, Ω was set to 5×5 pixels. The
smoothing factor σs in SF was set to 1.5.

Fig. 4 shows the images resulting from the application

of the denoising filters to a noisy original image.
As shown in Fig. 4, it is difficult to evaluate the

quality of denoised images by human vision. This
difficulty can be one of the reasons to use a computerized
measure SSIM. Fig. 5 shows the SSIMs of the denoised
images with reference to their reference original
images. In Fig. 5, Original indicates the plots for the
noisy original images. As shown in Fig. 5, the value of
SSIM decreases rapidly as the noise strength increase
from 0.01 to 0.2. The enhancement of SSIM values was
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               (a)                                  (b)                                  (c)                                (d)                                   (e)                                 (f)

Fig. 4.  Images generated by different denoising methods for the simulated edge image with contrast k=1.0, noise strength
σn=0.1 and line normal angle θ=22°. (a) AF; (b) BF; (c) GF; (d) WGF; (e) WMP; (f) SF.

               (a)                                  (b)                                 (c)                                (d)

Fig. 3.  Simulated edge images with contrast k=1.0 and noise strength σn=0.1.
(a) θ=0°; (b) θ=22°; (c) θ=46°; (d) θ=80°.

Fig. 5.  SSIM of the denoised versions of the simulated edge
images with reference to their ground truth images.
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distinct when denoising filters were applied. Among
the denoising filters, AF and SF were shown to produce
relatively higher SSIMs than other filters when the
noise strength was relatively high. But this observation
does not provide well the information about the
geometric quality of the denoised images.

For evaluating the geometric quality of the
denoised images, edge locations in the denoised

images were calculated by applying AWG to the
denoised images. Fig. 6 shows one example of the
edge locations determined by AWG in the denoised
images, where location 0 is the ground truth location
of the corresponding edge position. According to the
plots in Fig. 6. SF was shown to produce the most
accurate edge location among the denoising filters at
the given position. In order to investigate the overall
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Fig. 6.  Example of edge profiles and their edge locations determined by AWG at an edge position in the denoised versions
of a simulated edge image. The vertical lines indicate the edge locations determined by AWG for their corresponding
edge profiles at the position.
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Fig. 7.  Edge location shift x determined by AWG for the denoised versions of noised edge images for the simulated edge
image with contrast k=1.0, noise strength σn=0.1 and line normal angle θ=22°. (a) and (b) show the edge shift within
two different ranges in the given edge.
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accuracy of edge locations in the denoised images, all
edge locations were examined.

Fig. 7 shows examples of the edge location shifts
within some given ranges along an edge feature in the
denoised images. As shown in Fig. 7, AF and SF were
shown to produce small edge location shifts as
compared to other denoising filters in the given ranges.

For further investigation of the quality of the 
edge locations in the denoised images, their RMSEs
and jaggedness were calculated. Fig. 8 shows their
RMSEs and jaggedness. The values of the RMSEs 
and jaggedness in Fig. 8 are the mean values of 
the RMSEs and jaggedness of the cases of the four
different edge normal angles. According to the RMSE
values in Fig. 8(a), SF can be considered as the most
accurate method among the tested denoising filters 
in terms of edge location. Additionally, according to 
the jaggedness shown in Fig. 8(b), SF can also be

considered to produce edge locations with the highest
geometric stability among the tested denoising filters
in terms of edge locations.

2) Experiments with natural images
The denoising filters were also tested with natural

images. The natural images were captured with a digital
single-lens reflex camera. Then, the red band images
in the images were used for experiments in this study.
The test image was set to range [0,1] by dividing the
images by 255. For the experiments, image chips in 
the test images were collected as shown in Fig. 9. As
shown in Fig. 9, a total of 8 image chips were obtained
from the four images and considered as the reference
original images.

Fig. 10 shows the image chips, the image chips 
with reference locations of edges, and the images
contaminated by noise σn=0.1.
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                                                           (a)                                                                                                               (b)

Fig. 8.  (a) RMSE of edge locations; (b) Jaggedness of edge locations after different denoising methods for the simulated
edge images.
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Then, the noisy original image was denoised by the
tested denoising filters: AF, BF, GF, WGF, WMP, and
SF. The parameters of each filter were set to the same
values used for denoising the simulated edge images.
Fig. 11 shows examples of the denoising results by
applying all the tested filters to the natural image 
chip 2.

Fig. 12 shows SSIMs of the denoised images with
reference to their reference original images. As shown
in Fig. 12, AF and SF were shown to produce highest
SSIMs across all the natural image chips. It is
noteworthy that the SSIM of the noisy original images
were very low with reference to the reference original
image but the SSIMs of the images obtained by
applying AF and SF to the noisy original images
became very high. This indicates the importance of an
efficient denoising filter for processing a noisy image.
However, it is difficult to determine the geometric

quality of edges in detail with the SSIM plots shown in
Fig. 12.

Fig. 13 shows the edge location shifts remaining 
in the denoised images with reference to the edge
locations in the reference original images. The edge
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Fig. 10.  (First row) Image chips used for experiments; (Second row) Reference lines of edges in red color; (Third row) Image
chips contaminated by noise σn=0.1. From left to right: image chips 1 to 8, respectively.

                 (a)                                (b)                                 (c)                                  (d)                                   (e)                                  (f)

Fig. 11.  Images generated by different denoising methods for the natural image chip 2 contaminated by noise σn=0.1.
(a) AF; (b) BF; (c) GF; (d) WGF; (e) WMP; (f) SF.

Fig. 12.  SSIM of the denoised versions of the noise-
contaminated real images with reference to their
ground truth images.
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locations in the reference original image, the noisy

original image, and the denoised images were

determined by AWG. For applying AWG to the

reference original images, the reference original images

were smoothed by a Gaussian smoothing with blurring

factor σs=1.0. Subpixel edge localization for the noisy

original images and the denoised images was applied

directly to the images without smoothing in order to

obtain the pure effect of each denoising filter on edge

locations. As shown in Fig. 13, the edge location shifts

remaining in the denoised images with reference to the

edge locations in their reference original images show

that SF produced most accurate denoising results as

compared to the other filters for the given edge ranges.

Fig. 14 shows the RMSEs and jaggedness of the

edge locations in the denoised images. As shown in 

Fig. 14(a), AF and SF produced the most accurate edge

locations after denoising. However, the advantage of

SF against AF was not shown clearly in Fig. 14(a). The

advantages of AF and SF were shown clearly in Fig.
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                                                          (a)                                                                                                               (b)

Fig. 13.  Edge location shift x determined by AWG for the denoised versions of noised edge images for the natural image
chip 2. (a) and (b) show the edge shift within two different ranges in the given edge.
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14(b), where the jaggedness of AF and SF was shown
to be much lower than the other filters. Additionally,
Fig. 14(b) shows that the jaggedness values of SF were
lower than those of AF across all the natural image
chips except image chip 7. This indicates the superiority
of SF over AF in many cases in terms of geometric
quality of edge locations.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the quality of denoised images was
evaluated by SSIM, RMSE, and jaggedness. RMSE
and jaggedness were found to be useful to evaluate the
quality of denoised images by providing ways to
evaluate denoising filters in terms of their geometric
accuracy. Among the tested denoising filters, AF and
SF were found to recover edge locations better than the
other tested filters in terms of RMSE. In addition, the
proposed jaggedness measure was found to be useful
to evaluate the distribution of tested edge locations with
reference to ground truth edge locations. SF was found
to produce slightly better edge locations than AF and
much better than the other tested filters. Thus, SF can
be considered as the most stable and accurate denoising
method among the tested denoising filters in terms of
geometric accuracy. This evaluation of jaggedness is
related to the quality of feature extraction because the
quality of edge location linking depends on the quality
of distribution of edge locations. However, because the
experiments were performed with the denoising filters
tuned for a set of given conditions, the experiments 
can be considered to have some limitations on the
comprehensive evaluation of the performance of
denoising filters. Thus, further studies with setting their
parameters to varying values under varying conditions
will help a more complete evaluation of denoising
filters.
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